Can you afford to be without Protection?

Non-lethal weapons are becoming an increasingly popular form of self-defense.

Just as effective as traditional firearms, this form of protection can be purchased over the counter, carries no waiting period and our range of products ensures an option affordable to you.

MORE OPTIONS, SAFER RESULTS

PepperBall Systems are powered by high-pressure air to launch frangible plastic balls, which break upon impact and release an extremely effective super-irritant. These systems are contact safe, target accurate within 25 meters, and provide area saturation with PAVA within a few meters range.

WHY PEPPERBALL SYSTEMS WORK:

PepperBall systems use Chemnetics technology to deliver a three-pronged, less-lethal response. Specifically, the following effects are combined to effectively achieve suspect compliance.

• Psychological shock – the surprise from being ‘shot’
• Kinetic impact – PepperBall systems hit with 8-12 foot-pounds of force to stop subjects without causing permanent damage or serious injury.
• Chemical super-irritant – PAVA (capsaicin II) pepper powder causes coughing and burning / sensations in the eyes, nose, throat and skin.

SEMI-AUTOMATIC 8 SHOT MAGAZINE FED PISTOL

The PepperBall TAC-8 SG semi-automatic pistol is a rugged, non-lethal, short-arm pistol. Firing the full range of the PepperBall munitions which includes Red PAVA PepperBalls, Green Dye marker balls, Purple Inert powder, training balls and Water balls via its eight shot magazine. Can be fired accurately and with effect, in up to a 50-meter range.

* COMES WITH TRAINING CARTRIDGE AND/OR BALLS

PRICE R2950

FLASH LAUNCHER 100 LUMEN LIGHT BEAM

The Flash Launcher Light Beam illuminates the suspect and their immediate surroundings, and is an unobtrusive but highly effective tool. It is fitted with a laser sight, to assist with target acquisition. 5 Shot, semi-automatic, and launches a pepper ball accurate up to 15m.

* COMES WITH TRAINING CARTRIDGE AND/OR BALLS

PRICE R3970
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HOT SHOT LAUNCHER

The Hot-Shot Launcher is a powerful, safe and compact personal defense product. It blasts about 5 grams of hot pepper powder on to your attacker. It is one of the only products that creates an instant barrier between you and your attacker. It can be easily concealed in your pocket or handbag. It is compact and portable and the pepper cloud irritates the attacker’s eyes, nose and lungs, causing temporary incapacitation. It is ambidextrous and easy to use with quick reloads.

The weapon has a target range of up to 12 feet.  (Not recommended for less than arms length).

* COMES WITH TRAINING CARTRIDGE AND/OR BALLS

PEPPER SPRAY

This is a compact and affordable weapon, designed to deter or stop your attacker. It is easy to use and easily concealable. The canister releases a pepper spray, affecting your attacker’s eyes, nose and breathing.

SHOCKING STICK

The Shocking Slick is designed to give your attacker a high voltage surprise of a powerful electrical shock. This weapon shows visible arcs of electricity and has an intimidating sound. This model also has a built in torch for extra visibility.

Don’t become another Statistic

Call us today on 031 902 2533 or Visit www.brentsecurity.co.za for Affordable Non-Lethal Protection

OUR SERVICES:

FIREARM COMPETENCE TRAINING
- For Civilians
- For Security Officers
- Firearm Refresher Training

SECURITY SKILLS PROGRAMS
- National Key Points (N.K.P.) on request
- Perform basic Fire Fighting
- Render basic First Aid
- Conduct Security at an Event
- Security Skills Program 1, 2 and 3

SECURITY TRAINING
- Grades E, D, C, B and A
- CIT
- Reaction Services

OTHER SERVICES
- Sales and supply of Firearms
- Indoor Shooting Range
- Non-lethal Self Defense products

Price

R60

R250

R880
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